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Traditional media and Development of the society
Introduction: Folk media is an effective means of communication in today’s world since
it not only helps connect people with their cultures but also revives the lost culture of
the society. Folk media forms the language of expression for the local populace and
gives them a chance to voice out their opinions on various issues. It depicts the
constantly changing face of any society along with its virtues and vices. It is a method to
underline certain dominant ideologies of the society through its own people. If observed
closely, traditional folk media is an excellent tool to enhance communication and
promote dialogue at the grass root level of any society.
Traditional media is a medium of expression for the common man, and a way to vent
out his feelings. Along with mainstream media, even traditional folk media must be
encouraged so that our grass roots are as strong as the class on top of the pyramid.
Traditional folk media is a term used to denote ‘people’s performances’. This term
refers to the performing arts which can be described as the cultural symbols of the
people. Folk dance, rural drama and musical variety of the village people, all come under
traditional media. Traditional folk media is not just confined to dance and music, but
also includes art and crafts. Traditional folk media originated as a consequence of
people’s need to express themselves. These performing arts pulsate with life and slowly
change through the flux of time.
According to veteran folk media scholar Balwant Garhgi “Folk media represents the
people in their natural habitat, with all their contradictions and multifarious activities. It
gives a glimpse of their style of speech, music, dance, dress and wisdom. It contains a
rich store of mythological heroes, medieval romances, chivalric tales, social customs,
beliefs, and legends.

Being ancient forms of art, the folk media is very close to the hearts of the people.
Traditional media holds universal appeal. Its understanding is direct and at the personal
level. Traditional folk performances are uniformly popular, irrespective of the
educational, social and financial standing of any community. Various researchers have
established the importance of traditional folk media in development communication.
Traditionally, folk media were primarily used for entertainment, social communication
and persuasive communication. Now, there are efforts to involve folk media for
conveying development messages. In the past few decades traditional folk media have
been increasingly recognized as viable tools to impart development messages, both as
live performances and also in a form integrated with electronic mass media.
The traditional media, however, are close to the hearts and minds of the people. They
are more personal and intimate. Different folk media can be used to cater to different
regions. Every village has its relevant music, dance or theatre. These traditional media
can be used to reach these people in the process of change and development of the
country. Traditional media uses a subtle form of persuasion by presenting the required
message in locally popular artistic forms. This cannot be equalled by any other means of
communication. So, if we want to inject the message of development among the rural
masses we have to use the folk forms of this country in a more planned manner.
1. 1. Some of the characteristics of traditional folk media
1. They have sustained the onslaught of time
2. They have sustained by changing with the changing times
3. Any person is always a participant in the performance, never an audience.
4. It is spontaneous.
5. It is flexible.
6. It is cost effective and therefore has enhanced repeatability.
7. It is has immediate feedback and increased attentiveness.
8. It is performed in a common language promoting intelligibility.
9. It is direct and personal.
(Krishna Kanth Handique State Open University)
1. 2 Advantages of Traditional Media

Intimacy with the masses: We know that every community or ethnic group of society
has its own folk and traditional media, which are close to their hearts. This is because it
is in their person or simply speaking it runs in their blood. Hence, whenever it is
performed or enacted by anyone in a society or place most of the masses feel like
joining it and closely enjoy it to the maximum.
1. It is physically very close to the people: You must have seen that most of the folk
and traditional media are performed in close proximity of the public gathering. Example
Bihu dance of Assam is performed in close proximity with the peoples’ gathering. Thus
its effects on the masses are much greater than that of mass media.
2. These are personal media: While reading about the characteristics of
communication as well as mass communication you must have found that the latter is a
highly ‘impersonal’ medium. This is because the communicator is communicating with
the masses through a mechanical device or medium. That is why the effects of the
personal warmth which is found in folk and traditional media are lacking in mass media.
This is true for TV, radio, newspaper or a magazine etc. That personal charisma which
can move the masses is absent in mass media.
3. Scope for repeat performances: In these two types of media there is ample scope
for repeating a performance if the masses watching it like it. And the audiences can also
take part in it by becoming themselves a part of the performing team. This scope is not
there in mass media where programmes are broadcast only once and simultaneously. In
other words it means that in folk and traditional media programmes and events can be
repeatedly performed if people liked them. But in case of mass media this is not possible
as programmes are broadcast at the same time for a wide variety of people across a
huge area.
4. Regional / local level variations are important: We can see that folk and
traditional media performances can be carried out with adequate scope for some
amount of regional or local variations in different places of the country. For example,
bihu performances in some areas of Sivasagar district will be somewhat different from
the performances in maybe Dibrugarh or Golaghat or Jorhat districts. Same is the case
with other forms of folk and traditional media also. However, in case of mass media the

same kind of performance has to be watched or listened to by the people everywhere
with hardly any scope for regional or local variations at all.
5. Scope for using body language or non-verbal language is adequately available
in folk and traditional media: You must have realized the importance of non-verbal
language in the field of communication. In folk and traditional media non-verbal or body
language plays a vitally-important role in enhancing the meaning of the messages being
exchanged among the participants. So, the scope for using voice modulations, facial
gestures, overall body movement etc. all these aspects make these two types of media
much more effective than mass media where this scope is far less. Of course, you can say
that TV, films and documentaries do have this scope in a good measure. But this can’t be
equal to that of a live performance by any person in regard to effectiveness. Besides, you
can realize on your own that compared to this aspect, print media is a highly stale one in
case of sending across the meanings of its information and messages. That is, even
though exclamation signs are used in written languages, yet it does not carry the same
kind of emotional strength and effect, which one can get in case of radio and TV due to
voice

modulation.

6. Use of local language, costumes etc.: Every type of folk and traditional media has to
be essentially based upon the local ethos, culture and other aspects. Thus the costumes,
language used and the settings and background etc. must invariably bear the stamp of
that locality and general culture of the area. Otherwise it will not be able to carry the
same

effects

and

meanings

for

the

masses.

7. It is performance oriented: Another important point to be noted in this regard is
that most of the folk and traditional media are basically performance-oriented. In
simple words it signifies that majority of these two media are a finely-balanced
combinations of performance of music and dances. This aspect provides much more
effectiveness over its target audiences.
8. Dynamic in nature: As we have already mentioned earlier, one major advantage and
characteristic of folk and traditional media is that it is dynamic. That means it changes
with the times embracing new elements from time to time. This is why its contents
change in different eras of time.

Traditional folk media that cover the various performances that relate to express all
events and facts,

ideas & thoughts of the respective rural society through the

presentation in the manner of pleasure & enjoyments.
Although, traditional folk media, what, are mostly come to us ridiculously or
humorously as well.
But,

it

which is

does

never mean that the traditional folk media has no effective message,

incapable to influence or impact the rural audiences.

On

the contrary,

it

could be stressfully said, that the traditional folk media can mould or motivate the
numerous unwary and illiterate villagers effectively. It cater what for the rural people,
are mostly in easy and understandable manner.
It apply very common and widely used languages of the respective society which make
any presentation understandable quickly. The presentations as catered by the
traditional folk media, always come to the rural people in the form of entertainment and
enjoyments as well. On the way of giving pleasure and enjoyment, traditional folk media
educate

the

rural

illiterates

by rendering useful information regarding healthcare,

so
child& women

many,
education,

employment and other roundabout, as to make the rural people wary of the present life.
As the performers of the traditional folk media, are all concerned to the respective rural
society,

can

present various

better output and all other ins

facts,

and out

difficulties,
of the

society

applicable resources
in better

for

manner.

So

messages evolved from such rural media naturally,would serve the purpose of numerou
s backwarded rural people definitely.
mass media like, newspaper,

This, as there is minimal

accessibility

radio and television in the rural

to the

society, so

major people’s interests and emphasis is naturally lying on such traditional folk media
predominantly. As the Traditional folk media, cater its major programmes through ‘face
to face’ presentations to the audiences, it can command the ‘confidence’ of them as well.

1. 3. Limitations
Its reach is very limited at one time. That means a folk and traditional media
performance usually is done for a group of a hundred or at the most few hundreds or

thousands of people. So, to reach lakhs or millions of people their utility or capacity is
not at all adequate. It is at best a localized medium. We can address the problems, issues
or other aspects of a certain area in the locality’s own language, culture, ethos etc. Now,
due to all these factors folk and traditional media enjoy a far more effectiveness and
influence over the masses of which they are a part of.
2. Traditional media as development media
The first significant international recognition of the traditional media in the
communication and development strategies of the developing countries came in the
year 1972 when the international parenthood federation and UNESCO organized a
series of meetings in London relating to integrated use of folk and traditional media in
family planning communication programmes. The interest generated by this meeting
and the continued efforts to highlight the folk media as effective form to convey
developmental messages resulted in a number of seminars and workshops around the
world.
The folk media in India seems to be used as supplements to the mass media rather than
at the centre of communication efforts to reach 70 percent of India’s total population
who live in villages. Traditional performing arts being functional, interpersonal and
having a contextual base would be able to carry the message of change, development
and growth.
“Baul”, “Kavigan”, “Chhau” dance of Bengal, “Lavani” of Maharashtra, “Gee-Gee” of
Karnataka, “Villupattu” of Tamil Nadu change their content and focus depending on
their contemporary needs and were effective in arousing the conscience of the people
against the colonial rule of the British. The traditional media became effective in many
political and social campaigns launched by Mahatma Gandhi. Likewise, the eminent
Tamil poet Sumbramanium Bharati started using folk music to evoke patriotic feelings.
Folk tunes were used to popularize songs and glories of spinning wheels and
consequently boycotting British goods. Similarly, in 1940’s India People Theatre
Association successfully handled some of the popular regional theatre like “Jatra” of
Bengal, “Bavai” of Gujarat, “Tamsa” of Maharastra, “Burkatha” of Andhra Pradesh, to

increase social awareness and political education. The outcome of various researchers
has established the importance of folk media in development communication.
Kamlongera and Van Den Stichele (2000) viewed that dialogue is the essence of any
work in communication for development. Folk media has quickly been recognized as
one way of ensuring such a dialogue. Zwaal (2000) said that folk media is a
communication vehicle for promoting and improving dialogue which the common
people or rural farmers employ to deliver their messages.
Panford et al. (2001) explained the types of folk media used in the traditional Ghanaian
setting and explores their consistency with well known theories. Folk media will be
integrated with broadcast radio for interventions under the HIV/AIDS Behaviour
Change Communication Project being undertaken as part of the CARE-CDC Health
Initiative (CCHI) in 2 districts in Ghana. Adoyo (2004) reveals that many rural people
utilize folk media for communication of cultural messages. In African context, sensitive
information is never passed in a straightforward manner but through songs, dances and
plays using proverbs and poems: the mirrors technique. Chiovoloni (2004) stated that
folk media or local or traditional communication systems refer to organized processes
of production and exchange of information managed by rural communities. These all
include traditional theatre or dramas, masks and puppet performances, tales, proverbs,
riddles and songs. They are cultural and endogenous responses to different community
needs for information, education, social protest and entertainment. According to
Chiovoloni et al. (2004), for sustainable development of agriculture, there is a need for
close collaboration between development agents and traditional and new rural
communicators to revive or strengthen the traditional communication system for
making optimal use of its interactive power to stimulate peoples’ participation. Chauhan
(2004) stated that policy makes involved in planning and implementation of research
and extension activities of agricultural fields should use the combinations of traditional
and electronic extension methods, make available rural agricultural libraries and facility
of Internet at village level. Kamla (2004) emphasized that the need for community social
workers to understand the rudiments of indigenous communication. Moreover, this
becomes realistic when considered that indigenous people are often favourably
disposed to development initiatives when the changes advocated have a minimal

understanding of their language, music, cultural and religious beliefs. Penelist and
Adoyo(2004) defined drama as a traditional means of information which allow different
possible endings by encouraging audience participation which is aimed at changing the
behavior of participants of such means of communication.
The study conducted 3 coastal districts of in the state of Orissa, reveals that folk media
is used quite significantly in rural development for its cultural aspect but in the era of
Information and Communication Technology (ICT), it is losing its significance. The study
supports the idea that folk media can be used effectively along with the electronic media
for the sake of the development of rural society, (Kamla Raj 2011, J Communication,
2(1): 41-47)
3. Traditional media In India
In India folk performance is a composite art. It is a total art created by the fusion of
elements from music, dance, pantomime, versification, epic ballad recitation, religion
and festival peasantry. It absorbs ceremonials, rituals, beliefs and of course the social
system. In order to understand the colourful diversity and unity of India, it is important
to see the folk theatre in its natural settings. Rural India is a treasure trove of folk art,
theatre, music, dance, art and craft. The folk art forms satisfy our innate need for selfexpression. The traditional forms preserve and disseminate the tradition and culture of
our forefathers infusing life into them. Every region has its own folk art from that is
immensely popular and relevant in that area.
Instances of use of Traditional folk media for development communication in our
country have been numerous though not consistent and regularly used phenomena like
the other conventional media like newspaper, radio or TV. Traditional media has been
used in our country ever since the time of the Independence Movement.
“AHLA”, the popular ballad of Uttar Pradesh and its counter parts like “LAAVANI” of
Maharashtra, “GEE-GEE” of Karnataka, “VILLUPAATTU” of Tamil Nadu and “KAVIGAN”
of Bengal were effective in arousing the conscience of the people against the colonial
rule of the British. Many of the social and political campaigns launched by Mahatma
Gandhi used traditional folk media. Similarly eminent Tamil poet Subramanya Bharti
used folk music to invoke patriotism in the people. Folk tunes succeeded in popularizing
songs glorifying the charkha or spinning wheel and boycott British made goods.

Even after Independence there have been many instances of the Government using
traditional performances for development in rural areas. In the 1940’s, Indian People
Theatre Association (IPTA), used some of the popular regional theatre forms like
“Jaatra” of Bengal, “Bhavai” of Gujrat, “Tamasha” of Maharashtra and “Burkatha” of
Andhra Pradesh to increase social awareness and political education.
In 1977, a voluntary non-governmental organization in Kerala called Kerala Sastra
Sahithya Parishad (KSSP) organized Science Jatha, a Science Procession in to spread the
message of people’s involvement in the development process. From 1980, the Jathas
began to use different folk art forms for conveying the themes which were mainly on
education, health, environment and social inequality. The repertoire consisted of songs,
street dramas and other several forms of folk arts. Soon the Jathas began to be known as
Kala Jathas and they became so popular that they began to be used extensively not only
in Kerala but in some other parts of India also where the local organizations and people
have received inspiration from KSSP and have started delivering messages through folk
arts.
Well-known Theatre personality Ravi Varma of Vikas Lok Manch has been creatively
interpreting social realities by interweaving them into the fabric of folk dances, choral
singing etc. with the help of slum children. He deals with issues like alcoholism,
pollution, religion, inequalities of caste and class, communalism and so forth. One of the
group’s most famous street plays is Hame Jawab Chahiya (1985) on the Bhopal gas
tragedy. The play reminds the audience who are mostly children that the Bhopal
incident is not a dead issue and that its aftermath still haunts the lives of many.
Folk songs have played a very important in the Chipko and Apiko movements. Folk
Singers of the region composed songs in folk tunes and sang them in the street. The
rural children picked them up immediately and sang them all the time. Thus, they
played the role of communicators. In a similar instance, environmentalists used folk arts
in South India in the Save the Western Ghats (1985) campaign which was headed by
Seva Sangh and supported by a number of other activist groups.
Rajasthan Adult Education Association (RAEA) had conducted an experiment in a village
Devakishanapura where they sponsored Ravi Chaturvedi, an alumnus of National School
of Drama for formulating development messages through the use of theatre based on

stories from the epics. He identified three main issues -- Untouchability, Health hazards
and Internal feuds which was rampant in the village. He selected some episodes from
the epic Ramayana which had dramatic elements and action and reinterpreted them in
the context of the problems prevailing in the village. He enacted it with the help of the
village youth with great success.
Chaturvedi conducted another experiment in the village Garudavasi of Jaipur district
which was devastated due to floods. There Chaturvedi conducted a folk theatre
workshop as a therapy for rehabilitation of the villagers. In the workshop some
scientific causes of the flood were explained. The enactment was done through songs
sung in folk tunes narrating their problems. The audience participation turned out to be
overwhelming.
In fact now there are many organizations all over the country which use traditional folk
media for generating awareness for change. They use popular folk form of dance, music
and theatre. This underlines the fact that change is impossible if the masses at the
grassroots are not involved. And for that the best medium by far is the folk media. Even
political parties use this medium to impress upon the people.
The development of rural India depends a lot on the communication that we are
providing to the people. And for that nothing can be more functional and spontaneous
than folk art. The Indian society is a melting pot of castes, classes, creeds and tribes.
Rural India is faced by high rate of illiteracy and the inadequacies of mass media to
reach almost 80% of people who resides in village. Moreover, for them the mass media
too glamorous impersonal and unbelievable.
In a developing country like India, an effective communication system of folk media
along with mass media is an essential element in modernizing agriculture, in producing
healthy, literate and trained workers for industry and for bringing about effective
participation in nation building activity. All these together contribute immensely for
making rural development a reality.
Traditional

folk

media

cultivate

as to match their needs and demand,

the

rural

lifestyle

who are illiterate and

and

culture specifically,

backward

as

well.

Traditional folk media go with rural masses side by side, bringing slower change in their

development. Although, they provide so many messages, that contribute to the rural
development significantly. Traditional folk media can command very strong position in
the rural people’s mind, as it weave almost of its messages to serve the various needs
and purposes as well as entertain the numerous rural people as well.
Its dynamic nature is also reflected in the fact that most of the folk and traditional media
are responsive to the major events and happenings in the society. For example, if you
will look at Bihu songs of Assam over the years you will find that they also contain or
address popular and major issues of the different periods of time. Such as – some of the
songs depict stories about our freedom struggle against the colonial rulers some of
them depict things about the famous anti-foreigners’ agitation of the 1980s, floods and
many other socio-economic problems. Again, maybe all of you are familiar with the folk
culture of Ojapali of Assam. Interestingly, this form of folk culture is basically aimed at
creating awareness among the masses through a judiciously combined dance and
scriptures sequences. It is active even today and is carrying on its duties properly for
creating awareness about various social issues among the masses in the respective
areas where they are performed.
In some parts of lower Assam, there is a folk tradition called ‘mohoho’ festival or the
mosquito-repelling festival as moh in Assamese means mosquito. In this folk culture,
people of the village form a group and visit all the families of the village for the purpose
of alerting the family members about the need for mosquito-repelling. However, this
activity also doubles up as a visit of the families for delivering the blessings of the
villages elders to the families and reliving the touch of the residents of the villages
amongst themselves.
Thus we can see that most of the forms of folk and traditional culture in our society can
be transformed into carriers of our developmental communication messages aimed at
the masses at grassroots level in each and every nook and corner of the country. This
will ensure a much higher scale of success to our efforts in this particular field of
communication aimed at the rural underprivileged and illiterate masses.
4. Popular programmes in India

Traditional folk media generally include the presentation of different types of
programmes like folk song & music, folk dance, yatra, drama & theatres,
puppetry and street theatre etc. All programmes have the individual criteria’s and
attraction as well, that can render distinctive taste and flavour to the audiences well.
Here is few popular programmes, those are widely accepted among the people, in
different states or region for its’ unique presentation of excellence.
1. Tamasha : It is a commercial theatre like, widely popular in Maharastra and in otherpart of
western india. Female performer carries on the programme of singing ‘ondemand’ as
proposed by the patrons among the audiences. Such programme doesnot convey any
message

on

religion

or

morals

of

life

or

social

values.

Only

‘Dholkibaris’,a refined from of ‘Tamasha’,delivers such effective messages.
2. Powada (Powala): It is a folk balad form,that is widely accepted by ‘Maharastrian’.It
appeared during the 16th century,and carries a dramatic form of nature. Powada is
presented mostly, by telling the stories of history. By singing in accordance with the
musical instruments, is its main feature.
3. ‘Keertana’ (Harikeertan): It is a kind of ‘monodrama’,in which whole presentation
isoperated or performed by single actor. Such a single actor enter into the topic, by
acting different characters lying in it.

Here,

one actor,

performs various roles

simultaneously, at a time to tell the stories of all characters concerned. That evolves
an environment both interests and attractive moods within the audience. The
uniqueness

of

‘keertana’

is,that

the

a

single

person

carries

the

entire

programme,byholding charm of the programme as well.Such ‘harikeertana’, is widely
popular

inmany

states

in

India

like,

Mmaharastra,

Karnataka,

Bengal

etc.keertana,covers thestories in our ‘epic’ generally.
4. Yakshagana: It is another type folk drama, that is widely popular in Karnataka. It
isconstituted basically on ‘Bhagabata’,but presented in addition with local flavour,as
toproduce extra charm into it. Here, the narrator sings and explains then the theme
tothe audiences. It is indeed, a mass medium for educating as well as entertaining the
people as well.

5. Nautakin: It is the most popular folk drama form,can be seen in north India widely.
Itis generally, performed openly irrespective to any special arrangement as done
in‘Jatra’. It starts with the presence of a ‘sutradhar’, who is narrator of the story, that
taken from ancient epic or historical events. A small group or unit, take part in
suchdrama ‘nautakin’, as to perform other roles pertaining to the story chosen for this
purpose.

It renders messages through its presentation is, both educative and

entertaining as well.
6. Jatra: A popular folk drama that widely celebrated in east & north-east India like,
West Bengal, Orissa, Tripura and Assam. It is an organized team works and performed
by well set-up groups or units, who are professionally engaged for better

presentation

to the audiences, as to move forward this social & cultural form of folk media. In an well
set-up

stage

outfit,

equipped

by

light

&

sound

system,

The

whole

programme creats an environment of charming and attractive moods for the audiences.
It goes through a chosen story, taken from history, ancient epic, social or political
matter, which is well written by script writer. The characters all pertaining to the story
undertaken for Jatra, are performed by the other performers in the group
concerned. Jatra,

is

really educative as well as

an entertaining

form of

rural folkmedia.It is also,adored in urban equally.
7. Bhavai:- A stylized medieval dramatic form,Bhavai is extensively adored in Gujrat.
Basically it is being operated initially,by Ranglo’ and Naik followed by othercharacters.
Ranglo is considered to be a ‘stock chacter’and jester at the samerime.
Naik is here,a sutradhar who delivers the dialogues abundantly in attractive style. The
programme starts with devotional song which is dedicated to ‘Amba’. Then herson
Gonesh enters into the stage to perform his role by hiding his appearance by abrass
plate. At the end of his role, Gonesh faces to the audiences as usual form. The
total programme carries a lot of varieties like dialosongs,

music,

songs,

dances and

acrobatics, that can not signify its excellence or improved quality rather than individual
perticipantl’s

uniqueness.

implies its sound popularity.

Although,

it

can fetch

much

more audiences,

that

8. Therukoothu: It is the most popular traditional folk media of Tamilnadu.
Therukoothuincludes a combination of different puppetry like,Puravi Attam, Nizhal
Attam,
KazhaiKoothu. Kalachem and Villupattu. It is a charming street theatre,
composed inaccordance with the music,drama and dances of classical flavaoure.The
presentation,

takes into account the characters like,

koothadi (clown) and the god‘Ganesha’ Currently,Therukoothu has significantly been
changed from its origin of forms and shapes. It is now being presented on thewellarranged stage or screen, in the form of sangeetha and natakan in attractive form.
9. Rammlia And Rashlila:- Both of the programs, are widely adored and accepted in
rural society of India. Ramlila specifically, celebrated in northern India. It presents, a
series of stories on lord Rama. It includes the stories,starting from the birth of prince
Rama, childhood of Rama, sworn in as the king of Ayoddhya, marriage with Sita and so
on, a long lasted dramatic play,that can attract and entertain so many viewers easily.
Rashlila, on the other hand, is also, could be seen to be celebrated widely in northernstate of India, Maharastra, Kerala and in other places in our country. Rashlila is an
enchanting play, that presents the stories all about the relative matters between lord
Krishns and Radha, taking with the ‘goppies’.
The

entire

play

is

very

interesting

and

flavoured with juicy entertainment wrapped with religious feelings and motives.
10. Street Theatre: Street theatre is one more form of folk media that is being used
widely to propagate socio political messages and to create awareness for social issues. A
group of people perform on streets, and gather crowds. The objective here is to make
people a part of the play and thus convey the social message. Thus, even a common man
identifies with the issue and becomes a part of the act. Street plays are short, direct,
loud, and over expressive since they are performed in places where there are huge
crowds. They are known to propagate strong social reforms and are considered as
powerful tools to mobilize crowds towards a certain matter.
During the decade between seventy and eighty, the street theatre appeared vigorously in
Indian mass communication. Street theaters that can be seen in different types and styles,

involve the activities of different groups or organization who accomplish such dramatic
play or show openly to render their messages to the public widely. Specially,
political parties, student unions, religious groups, Women welfare organization and
NGOs, are involved in presenting such attractive show or play, with a view to draw the
public

attention

as

well

with them through the delivered messages.

as

generating

the

awareness

Such street thetre can be seen indifferent

states like West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and Tamilnadu in India. About six oi
seven thousand groups have been engaged in playing on such streetthetre in India.
In the year 1944, Bijan bhattacharya did set up Indian people’s Theatre
Association(IPTA),apioneer theatre group,that conducted first play on the street.Its
objective was to highlight the exploitation were taking places within the innocent and
ignorantpeasants of Bengal.
The street theatres generally, carry the social culture and education as well for the
audiences a lot.
It includes local folk forms and styles to remain as one of thestreangthful medium of ma
ss communication.
11. Puppetry: Puppetry is another form of folk media that is equally entertaining and
informative. Puppets come in four basic types- glove puppets, string puppets, rod
puppets and shadow puppets. Each type is found in a particular state like glove puppets
are found in Kerala, Odissa, and Tamilnadu. Puppet shows follow a story, a popular
legend or a folk tale and end in a moral or social message. Children, adults, aged — all
enjoy puppet shows.

Paintings: Paintings and sculptures also form an integral part of traditional folk media.
The paintings depict life and socio-cultural environment of local people. This is a form of
expression without words or music. They are not just images but give us a clear idea of
what the people face in a societal setup, their problems, their struggles etc.

Folk Dance: The most popular form of traditional folk media is the folk dance. Colorful,
vibrant, melancholic, elegant, graceful — all these attributes form the core of folk

dances. They attract audience since the tunes are generally feet tapping and very well
liked by the local crowd. The folk dances vary in range from the mountains to the plains
to the desert to the coastal areas. Every geographical area differs in the type of dances
that it offers. For example, in India, Punjab has Bhangra as their folk dance which is
energetic and colorful for it is a dance of celebration for them while down south in
Kerala, their folk dance is Mayil Attam( the peacock dance) which is elegant and is
performed at village get-togethers. Traditional folk dances are an excellent mix of
traditional folk music and folk tales that help communicate messages in an effective
manner.
Folk Music: Folk music is yet another popular form of folk media. Music is governed by
the language, colloquial accent, and instruments used by the local people. Thus, each
territorial area has a distinct folk music of its own. Folk music is especially admired
since it does not require elaborate set ups or any preparation. Wherever a crowd
gathers, people begin to sing and others gradually join. Lyrics of folk music are pretty
striking since they echo the problems of the people with a satirical taunt to the
government and the officials. Folk songs of Bihar, UP, MP are very satirical and are often
used effectively before elections to keep the people from getting allured by false
promises.

The indigenous equivalent of exogenous mass media are the folk media which facilitates
communication among the rural mass for socioeconomic growth and development and
on the same token we too observed the powerful performance and wonderful message
delivery with utmost accuracy and precision through electronic and printed mass
media. Both traditional media as well as electronic and printed mass media are unique
in their own way. Though they can do marvelous work independently, together they can
make communication more effective and authentic when employed for developmental
activities of the society. Thus, the planner and the policy maker and media buyers
should not hesitate to make a perfect blend of this two different types of media while
addressing the need and interest of lot many people across the country, who by and
large are considerably heterogeneous with regard to their taste language, culture and
comfort

5. Indian puppetry
Puppets or “Kathputli” is an ancient and popular form of folk entertainment. Egyptians
are probably the earliest known puppeteers. String Puppets of wood performing the
action of kneading bread is the oldest evidence of puppets in Egyptas early as 2000 BC.
Puppetry in India must have originted earlier than 5th century B.C. In the 2nd century
the Tamil poet Tiruvalluvar mentioned about `marionettes moved by strings` in his
compositions. The mention of the `pavai koothu` in the Tamil epic Silappadhikareita by
Ilango Adigal is also very significant regarding the history of puppetry. In Srimad
Bhagvata, the God Almighty has been likened to a puppeteer who with three stringsSattva, Rajas and Tamas-manipulates all the beings in the created universe.
There are four types of puppets glove, rod, shadow and string. They are differentiaed
based on the different ways of manipulation of puppets.
5. 1. Glove Puppets
The glove puppets are worn on hands just like a glove. The middle finger and thumb act
as hands of the puppet and the index finger acts as the head. Also known as hand
puppets these are a small figure having head and arms wearing a long skirt as its dress.
One puppeteer can perform with two puppets at a time.
Glove puppets in Kerala are called Pava-kathakali. The puppets are very colourful and
created like a kathakali actor who wears heavy and mask-like facial make-up, headgear
and colourful costumes. The theme for Glove puppet plays in Kerala is based on the
episodes from either the Ramayana or the Mahabharata.
Kundhei nach are the glove puppets of Orissa. These are made of three wooden pieces
consisting of the head and the two hands with holes for inserting fingers. The wooden
pieces are joined in a long flowing costume. The delivery of the dialogues, the
movement of the puppet and the beat of the dholak are well synchronised and create a
dramatic atmosphere.

5. 2. Rod Puppets
The rod puppets are manipulated by rods of various types and sizes. These puppets
have mostly three joints. The heads, supported by the main rod, is joined at the neck and

both hands attached to rods are joined at the shoulders. The main holding rod that
supports the puppet may be hidden by a robe or costume of the puppet. The action rods
are usually connected to the hands of the puppet and manipulated by the puppeteer to
show action. The body and hands have a bamboo base covered and plastered with hay
and rice husk mixed and moulded into required shape. Due to the absence of legs the
puppets are draped in a sari or dhoti as per the character. The puppet movements are
highly dramatic.
West Bengal has a rich tradition of rod puppetry called putul nach (dancing dolls). The
puppeteers, each holding a puppet, perform from behind a head-high bamboo curtain.
They move and dance while manipulating the rods attached to the puppets. In Orissa
Kathi Kandhe is the art of Rod Puppetry. The Orissa Rod puppets are much smaller in
size, usually about twelve to eighteen inches. Stories based on mythology, fantasy and
social themes are adopted by the rod puppeteers. The traditional Rod puppet of Bihar is
known as Yampuri. These puppets are made of wood. These puppets are in one piece
and have no joints.

5. 3. Shadow Puppets
Shadow puppets are flat puppets that are operated against the rear of a tightly stretched
white cloth screen. They are cut out of leather, which has been treated to make it
translucent. Shadow puppets are pressed against the screen with a strong source of
light behind it. The manipulation between the light and the screen make silhouettes or
colourful shadows for the viewers who sit in front of the screen. The puppet shapes or
cutouts are perforated and split bamboo or cane sticks are attached vertically to the
puppet for handling and manipulation. The Shadow puppet theatre is practiced in the
states of Andhra Pradesh (Tholu Bommalata), Karnataka (Togalu Gombeyata), Kerala
(Tolpavakoothu), Maharashtra (chamadyache Bahulya), Orissa, and Tamil Nadu
(Tolpavaikoothu).
Tholu Bommalata, Andhra Pradesh's shadow theatre has the richest and strongest
tradition. Tholu Bommalata, meaning dance of leather puppets (tholu – leather,
bommalata – puppet dance). The puppets are brightly coloured and are made out of
goat skin. These leather puppets are about 5-6 ft. in height and have joints at shoulders,

elbows, knees and sometimes also the waist, neck and ankles. They are coloured on
both sides and throw coloured shadows on the screen. Traditionally, vegetable dyes are
used for colouring the puppets. The music is dominantly influenced by the classical
music of the region and the theme of the puppet plays are drawn from the Ramayana,
Mahabharata and Puranas. There are number of families who have adapted this art
form to create products for daily use like production of decorative lampshades, wall
hangings etc.

5. 4. String Puppets
India has a rich and ancient tradition of string puppets or marionettes. String puppets
are made of wood, or wire, or cloth stuffed with cotton, rags or saw dust. The puppet is
suspended from a hand held control strings that are attached to different parts of the
puppet's body. Marionettes having jointed limbs controlled by strings allow far greater
flexibility and are, therefore, the most articulate of the puppets. The puppet is
manipulated by operating the control as well as by loosening or pulling the relevant
string(s).
The traditional marionettes of Rajasthan are known as Kathputli. Carved from a single
piece of wood, these puppets are like large dolls that are colourfully dressed. Strings are
attached to the head for manipulation. The faces are usually painted yellow, white or
any light colour. The body up to the waist and hands are made of stuffed rags, cotton or
cloth bits. The hands have no joints unlike the other string puppets of India. These
puppets wear long trailing skirts and do not have legs. Puppeteers manipulate them
with two to five strings which are normally tied to their fingers and not to a prop or a
support. Popular legendary stories like Amarsingh Rathore, Maharana Pratap or Rani
Padmini are enacted with folk music of Rajasthan.

The presentation of puppet programmes involves the creative efforts of many people
working together. With the Modern Cinemas and Television grasping most of the
audience Puppetry in India is on the brink of extinction. Many of the puppeteers are
taking to other profession

Rajasthan String Puppet

6. Kashmir Folk Arts and Social perspective
Is a traditional folk media of Kashmir Bandh Pather dying a silent death? Article by
John K. Babu, Assistant Professor, Department of Convergent Journalism Central
University of Kashmir, published a modified form in VIDURA PII)
Folk theatre of Kashmir Bandh Pather is in the state of dying today. This folk
theater as it prevails now evokes a sense of pity as it has almost disintegrated,
lost its vigor and dramatic impact. The reasons for this pathetic stage are shifting
focus of the government to electronic media after Independence, shift of public
interest after the arrival of cinema, radio and finally the television, conflict in
Kashmir and advent of new and sophisticated technology such as Internet and
digital media, says John K. Babu.
Traditional media refers to the old and usually archaic way of disseminating
information involving culture and communication. It may also refer to the media used
before the advent of technological advances like the print, electronic and digital media.
Kashmir is famous for its cultural heritage along with its scenic beauty. Though the
culture of Kashmir is a diverse blend but highly influenced by Northern, South Asian as
well as Central Asian culture. Kashmiri folk theatre is once occupied center stage as the
most powerful medium of mass communication in Kashmiri society.

The students and faculty of Department of Convergent Journalism (DCJ) of Central
University of Kashmir had a daylong field visit to Wathora, a village in District Badgam
where they interacted with traditional folk artists and who also performed Band Pather
and Ladishah on 29th November 2014. The DCJ attempted to explore the history of
traditional folk media of Kashmir and find the reasons as to why is it dying a silent
death.

DCJ team along with Arshid Kaloo Editor, Greater Kashmir and Mr. Muzaffar Raja,
Columnist and RTI activist at Wathora on 29th November 2014. Picture by DCJ Students.
6.1. Bandh Pather
Bandh Pather is an archetypal and traditional cultural soirée that is performed primarily
in the Kashmir valley. It is a traditional folk theatre style combination of play and dance
in a satirical style where social traditions, evils are depicted and performed in various
social and cultural functions. The word Bandh Pather derived from two Sanskrit words:
Bandh from Bhanna which is one of the forms of satirical dramas. Pather from Patre
meaning play or dramatic personal. Band Pather is a drama involving many characters
lampooning the evil in the society. The term Bhand itself can also mean both a specific
dramatic story or an entire form/school of drama.

6.2. Laddi sha
Bandh Pather had a single artist form called Laadi Shah. It is a particular variety of
satirical ballad. The lone artist would perform singing in a melancholy tone to lament
the vagaries of time and rulers. A man stirs the iron rings strung on an iron rod and
makes witty comments on the social issues. A common refrain from the songs started
with line: Laddi Shah, Laddi Shah draar’kin pyow, pya'waane pya'waane ha'patan
khyow( Laddi Shah, Laddi Shah! fell off the window! And a Grizzly bit him just as he
fell!). The Ladi-shah rhymes the needs of the local people in an artistic way but with a
tinge of irony attached to his lamentations – his audience has considerably dwindled
over the years.
6. 3. History of Kashmir traditional media
Kashmir in ancient days had a rich tradition of arts of drama apart from dance, music,
and painting. From 8 to 15 Century AD, there was considerable development in the fine
arts. Kalhana’s Rajtarangini says that every village had a stage of its own, where
dramatic performances were held. The theatres of which he speaks where probably like
those of the Greeks. As the king was about to stark, his troops dispersed in all directions
like a crowd of spectators in the open theatre. The patronage of this music dance drama
by the rulers of Kashmir was not only confined to the rulers of Hindu period alone but
with the later inception of Muslim rule in 1339 AD. There was further impetus given to
the fine arts. Among the Muslim rulers, Zain-Ul-Abdin Badshah (15 AD) assisted them
rather lavishly. His court flocked with expert musicians and dancers from Iran. Singers,
dancers and musicians of great standing from Yarkand, Samarkand, Kabul, Punjab and
Delhi were used to attend the annual festival of these arts.
Before 1947, the local artistes associated with Bandh Pather would be paid allowances
by the government to support their families and keep the art form alive. Villagers would
also donate rice and other goods to them as Bandh Pather would be usually performed
by artistes in villages during the harvest season.
After Independence: After independence and the abolishment of Jagirdarana system,
Bandhs, the artists who perform Bandh Pather, were considered as beggars and were
looked down by the people and the government. An attempt to restore it was made

during the Bakshi period of government during a seminar ‘Jashn-e- Kashmir’. But later it
could not sustain due the official negligence, poor funding and the militancy in Kashmir.
With the passage of time, these arts lost patronage of the rulers who were not of Indian
origin. This folk art had been holding emotions of the people for quite a along period of
Mugal, Pathan Sikh and Dogra rule in the valley. After Independence, Indian
Government had been restored the cultural life of the people, folk theater of different
states.
6.4. Bandh Pather and Religion
The art of music, dance and drama had religious sanctity and royal patronage. Bandh
Pather dates back to the early Hindu period- then Bandh would perform their arts in
Hindu temples. After the advent of Islam in Kashmir, most of the Bandhs embraced the
Islam and then later their performance was inclined towards the shrines. Bhand Pather
stories commemorating the lives of reshis (Islamic sages, or rishis) or more
contemporary real or fictional figures are enacted. The bandhs still show a great
attachment towards the Sufi shrines. On most of the Urs festivals, the Bandhs perform
the Jashin, a kind of art performance by Bandh artists. Bhand Jashin is performed by a
group of 10 to 15 artists in their traditional style accompanied by light music for the
entertainment of people. Notwithstanding the religious origin, the Pather deals with life
in its different aspects and comes hardly anywhere near religion.
6. 5. Bandh Pather and social life
It caricatures the vicious pallor of the society and exposes their malignant atrocity,
exploitation and corruption. A Bandh Pather always stresses how life should be and not
what is at present.
In Bandh Pather, artistes dressed in colorful attire move from village to village
highlighting social, economic and political issues with satirical overtone, the rulers
being the target. The storylines (pathers) are often humorous and satirical, and farce is
an essential component of the plays.
Most bhands belong to families that are engaged in folk entertainment as their
hereditary profession, their specific art forms vary greatly by region, community and
language.

Bandh Pather is exclusively a community-based art. People belong to special community
of Bhands and Bhagati in Kashmir perform this art. Earlier, since the art is linked with
the livelihood of the people, the entire community wishes to continue this art and
survive on it. Since it is a hereditary art form, Bhands made it survive to challenges of
the changing time. Magun, the head of the Bhand group is gifted with a responsibility to
direct the characters involved in the pather. Magun exclusively shares the legendary art
form and trains budding Bhand actors thereby he acts as a link to transmit this art and
skill to the younger generation.

Performance of Band Pather at Wathora on 29th November 2014. Picture by DCJ
Students.
Language: The predominant language used is Kashmiri but there is also a use of Gujjari,
Punjabi, Dogri, Persain and sometimes even English, Non- Kashmiri words are used to
accentuate the humourous and absurd situations to create dramatic effects and totally
incongrous expressions. The style of acting swings from the purely realistic to the highly
exaggerated.
6. 6. Characteristics of Bandh
A beautiful blend of song, dance, music and drama makes up this fascinating folk theater
as one of the significant folk theaters in India. A Pather mostly depends on suggestive

costumes, speech, gestures and emotions and without any realistic or set succeeds in
gripping the attention of spectators for hours together. The musical extravaganza is
based on a central theme that is usually a satire laced with wit and dry humor. It gives
highest pleasure with its funny characters and punch of dialogues with satires.
Its unique feature was that males would invariably play women’s role wearing female
dress.
The Bandhs have no more professional actors, dancers, singers or writers as they used
to be in olden days when they popularly know as “Mahaguni” Today, a small group of
Bandhs having few torn-out costumes in few villages like Wadora in Kashmir perform
their folk art before the limited audience. Bhands no longer be continued with limited
artists in a particular habitants
6. 7. Themes of Bandh Pather
Bandh Pather has different themes. Since it was the only medium of entertainment in
Kashmir, it was satirically used by the artists to lament the problems, oppressions and
evils in the society that time. It spoke against feudalism, autocracy, child marriage and
other social evils through several traditional theatre forms. They would talk about
environmental and wildlife issues in their performances when there was no concept of
any environmental organisations in Kashmir. Through these arts of Bandh Pather, it has
been also depicted the conflict in Kashmir, corruption and other social evils.
There is a flexibility in Bhand Pather to incorporate contemporary messages like
ecological, deforestation, afforestation, soil erosion, environmental pollution etc. The
Bandh Pather was the best medium of conveying public grievances in a satirical fashion.
It can beautifully describe the public grievances and the oppressions and other social
evils prevailing in the society.

Performance of Band Pather at Wathora on 29th November 2014. Picture by DCJ
Students.
Dard Pather: It portrays the picture of Kashmir under the Dards, a symbol for Afghan
governing elite. The play is a clear indication of brutality and repression by the Dard
rulers. Since the play depicts Dard ruler who was a drug edict, it shows ill effects of
liquor and other intoxicant on the individual in particular and society at large. The play
also depicts the love of Kashmiris for their land and language.
Raje/Raaze Pather: Raaze Pather criticizing the misdeeds of the pleasure-seeking
kings. I depicts the Afghan rule in Kashmir. The lavish life style of the kings,
downtrodden oppressed state of mass, rampant corruption and handiness of the
officials are the themes in this play.
Gocian Pather: The play based on a Kashmiri folk tale of a Gosian (Sadu) and a milk
maid, Gopali who is attracted by the Gosian and starts participating in the religious
discourses. His association with her taking keen interest to be a desire for spiritual
enlightenment.

‘Gosain Pather’, which highlights the high-handedness of religious

heads and their hegemony in Kashmiri society.
Aarmen Pather: It depicts the lifestyle of Aarmen (vegetable farmers) section of the
society. The play condemns the menace of begaar (forced labor) and ridicules the

people to rise against the system to make themselves free from tyrants. Child marriage
custom is also depicted and condemned.
Angreez Pather: It depicts the English oppression of the Kashmiris. It also shows the
love of the Kasgmiri language and reservation to respond to the queries of the
Englishman in English.
Waatal Pather: It is one of the twelve oldest pathers performed today. It is about the
life style of the Waatal Tribe. The message is socio-cultural in its nature. Social evils like
child marriage, polygamy, marriage of older man with younger girls, breach of trust are
being highlighted in this play.
Chakdar Pather: It was emerged out of a movement against autocracy. In that period, a
poor farmer had become a slave Chakdaars as every work had to do by him. He spends
his life on the grace of the landlords. He used to work whole day in the field with out
getting any remuneration. A former shall not keep harvest or secure crop for him. If he
did so, he was destined to beat ruthlessly. When mass movement started by aggrieved
and irritated formers against these practices, Chakdar Pather played a vital role in
mobilizing people and expresses their feelings.
Basim Pather: This is the play about the historic deeds of Raja Biswajit and his ruling in
Kashmir. It is full of sufiana kalam, sufiana vaadas and humorous dialogs. Basim Pather
is a popular play in depicting the characters of the rulers.
Haanz Pather: The main theme of Haanz Pather is how Haanjies (boat movers, guides)
are making their source of income and how they were behaving with tourists. It shows
that how guides belong to Haajies community exploit the Angreez. Haanz Pather depicts
the social evils of cheating and shortcomings of contemporary society.
Band Chowk: It is a traditional folk dance of Kashmir. People used to gather together
once in a year at the beginning of spring in a green meadow. People take hands in a
shape of ring and dance to the tunes of music.
Wount wali Pather: It depicts the Pahari oppression of the Kashmiris.
Buhir/Bata Pather: Buhir Pather and Bata Pather are two versions of the same theme.
Buhir represents a Pandit merchant and Bata is a feudal lord. These plays portray the
characteristics of the most prominent Pandit community as it lived one and half century
earlier. It shows that the pandits even if in minority were very well off at that juncture
of history and held key positions in the administration and controlled much of the trade
as merchants and feudal lords. The story revolves around the conflict between the two

pandit families wherein the victims usually become the poor illiterate muslim peasants.
The message of the play is simply exploitation at its best. It also depicts the anarchy in
the administrative system for oppressed wherein a common man is punished for no
crime and then criminals are rewarded and go scotfree.
Shikargah Pather: It is a dance drama known as Shikargah Pather after the name of
Shikargah a great sanctuary laid-out by the Mughals when they ruled Kashmir, in a
village at a distance of about 40 KMs from Srinagar. The performance depicts the basic
necessities and benefits of the forests and wildlife and how people can and should live
in harmony with forest and its wildlife for their mutual benefit. The story revolves
round the hunting expedition of a hunter, how he kills the animal and how he is being
helped by the forest officials, so called protectors of the forest. ‘Shikar Gah Pather’
focused on preserving ecology, wildlife and environment. The play also highlights the
menace of corruption that is rampant in contemporary society.
Bakarwal Pather: It depicts the life o backward class called Bakarwals, a shepherd
tribe from the hilly areas of the State. Here it shows the exploitation of Bakarwals at the
hands of merchants. The merchants deliberately express ignorance about the language
of Bakarwals just in order to loot them. It also emphasizes on the care to be taken while
conversing in others language because same words could have different meaning for
different languages.
Luk Pather: In this, an artist acts as a military personnel and asks for the Gun which the
other artist acting as the illiterate Kashmiri interprets as ‘Gane`’, one of the typical
village names in Kashmir. Over this answer the ‘military personnel’ asks him to show
the gun and later he comes to know that his words have been misinterpreted by the
illiterate Kashmiri.

6. 8. Folk and Love songs
Folk song is born differently from a formal poem. Poets create in order to express
themselves, to say what it is that makes them unique. In the folk song, one does not
stand out from others but joins with them.

Love songs or Lol-gevun : Lyrics (known in Kashmiri as lol , the word for 'love') written
by the beloved last queen of Kashmir, Habba Khatoon are famous in this category
6. 9. Music
The schools of music in valley were founded by Irani and Turani musicians .
Muslims who came from India brought their own style, culture particularly sufi music.
Significant contributions were made by Hazrat Amir Khusrao in sufina music in India.
He brought central Asian and Indian music too close.
Chakar: Chakar has an important place in Kashmiri folk music tradition. It is
combination of two tunes. The first one has rhythmic variety ,the second one has
uniform. Chakar has great relationship with framers. Radio Kashmir made great
contribution to promote chakar and Rouf. Later on people started writing chakar and
the prominent among them are Rasol Mir Mahmood Gami ,Mahjoor, Rehman Rahi,Fazil
Kashmiri. According to historians, chakar originated form Rig-Veda 'Shaktri' or antishakri rhyme. On an auspicious day, tumbaknaris are purchased and 'Chhakri ' singing
begins from the house cleaning ceremony.

Playing traditional music at Wathora on 29th November 2014. Picture by DCJ Students.
6. 10. Ceremonial songs
Dance or Ruf songs: groups of girls or women stand in rows, facing each other, women
in each row interlink their arms around each other’s waist, moving forward and
backward, they sing these songs.

Pastoral songs: there are two type of such song, one sung by Kashmiris and the other
by Gujjars (a separate ethnic group ) in their own dialect.
Spring songs or sont gevun: Songs celebrating the coming of spring season.
Wedding songs Wanwun: Common to both Kashmiri Muslims and Pandits, but Muslim
songs have more Persian words while Pandit songs have Sanskrit vocabulary and some
Vedic chants. Some of the best songs are sung on the night of the henna known as
Maenzraath. Among others there are songs from the folktale about the legendary lovers,
Himal and Nagiray.
Opera songs or Baand Jashan: songs performed by the traveling band of folk theater
(Bhand pather) artists known as Bhand. Salman Rushdie gave them a new literally life in
his novel Shalimar The Clown.
Dancer’s songs (Bach nagma Jashan): Usually meant for occasions like marriage or other
big festivity. A particular band of musician performs these songs accompanied by a
lithesome (at times, effeminate) boy/man who dances comically attired like a woman.
To listen to a real beautiful dancing girl hafiz-nagama would have to be arranged.
Sacred Thread ceremony songs (Yagnopavit gevun) for Kashmiri Pandits again have
more vedic chantings. In an almost equivalent ceremony for Kashmiri Muslims, there
are separate songs for the circumcision ceremony.
There are also Cradle songs, lullaby (lala’vun) and ditties for children ( most popular
Kashmiri ditty: Bishte Bishte Braryo, khot’kho wan). An interesting thing to note is that
with the passage of time the mystical poem hukus bukus telli wann che kus (Who’s he?
Who are you? Now, tell me who am I?) by Lal Ded, the great poet-saint of Kashmir,
morphed into a popular nonsensical childrens' ditty Akus Bakus Telivan Chakus.
ICICI Bank made an advertisement using this lullaby song Hukus Bukus
Dirge or Van: recited in chorus by women of the family after the death of an old
persons.

Bandh theatre is not only confined to the valley of Kashmir, it has gained a good
reputation in other states of India as well as in international community. Bandh artists
are invited to perform during the Independence Day and Republic Day celebrations.
Bandh Pather was also shown in the Imtiyaz Ali’s recent bollywood movie Rockstar.
Many Documentaries have also been made on this dying art of Kashmir. Pather che Jaari
and Bandhs of Kashmir are the two documentaries on Bandh Pather while former one
has won a national award.
Artists also performed in national festivals like Apna Utsaw, Onam Festival and
Participated in BBC and French documentary films for their own TV Telecast 1987 and
1993. Javaid Ahmad Shah has produced more than a dozen television programmes on
the dying ‘Bandh Pather’. Ghulam Mohiuddin Aajiz, president of the Bandh Theatre, has
published four books on this traditional theatre of Kashmir.
6. 11. Primary Reasons for dying Kashmiri folk art
Apathy of Government: After Independence, the focus of the government shifted to
electronic media. Despite few efforts of the artists to keep this medium of
communication alive, there was little patronage from the government. Lack of fullfledged promotion and insufficient allocation of funds by the Government is the primary
reason.
Conflict in Kashmir: Bandh Pather lost its glory when the militancy started in Kashmir.
Valley wore a gloomy look and they could not perform the entertaining Bandh Pather.
“How could we perform Pather while people around were being killed?” asks manzoorul-Haq an artist while recalling an incident when their neighbouring village was set
ablaze in the late 90’s. “We were performing in the Bakshi stadium and on the other side
our neighbouring village was burning. The next day people started cursing us. They
thought we do not care about the things”.
Public interest: After the arrival of cinema, radio and finally the television, the focus of
the people’s interest shifted away from this theatre. Comedy shows on TV have made its
place in every home. People are being attracted by the comedy shows on television
channels. It is also a reason for the decline of the Bandh Pather. People prefer to watch
entertainment programmes rather that the cultural shows in the village.

Technology: The advent of new and sophisticated technology is also another reason.
Internet and digital media has attracted and diverted the attention of the people from
traditional media forms. With in electronic device such as lap-tap and smart phones,
every thing can be accessed.
6. 12. Conclusion
Art in Kashmir is overlooked which results in the decline in its glory and importance. It
is really pathetic that the glory of this oldest drama theatre is fading with each passing
day. Sufiana music and Bandh Pather are the two examples of the dying Art in Kashmir.
World’s oldest drama theatre-Bandh Pather is battling for survival as the unique drama
industry which has entertained local folk for centuries is now compressed in a small
village of Budgam District. Hanjigund Chadoora in central Kashmir sustains the Bandh
Pather with the lone registered Bandh theatre, ‘National Bandh Theatre’. However,
Bandh artists live in Imam Sahib and Akingam Islamabad also, but the folk art has lost
its glory in these areas. There are about 70 villages which are associated with Bandh
Pather but only Wathora village is making efforts to make this art live and sustain for
the next generation. Few people like Gh Mohiudin Aajiz, who belongs to a Classical
Sufiana Gharana of Wathoora Chadoora and M K Raina of the National School of Drama,
an internationally known theatre director, has been trying hard to revive this dying art
form by giving a training of Bandh Pather to young and Child Artists. Government and
people should together show their concern to preserve and promote the Bandh Pather.
Today, a few old artistes knew performing Bandh Pather. Their children have taken to
other professions. There is no doubt this theatre form is dying. The traditional flute
known as ‘Surnae’, Bandh Pather has literally no players in the Kashmir Valley now.

